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Install Windows 8.1 and link your key or keyless product key
to your PC to access Windows Update and any Microsoft
online services and content you have authorized in the

subscription you selected. For details on what products and
services are included with your subscription, visit

http://aka.ms/win-8-update . I installed this on virtualbox. I
had the official MS downloader. I use sp1 and may not be
able to downgrade, but do hope windows.microsoft.com
engineers improve their product line. when is this 64 bit

edition of windows 9 coming? I agree waht you said though.
I have some trouble with it and I have the new version

installed with two different ways (XSIR and the normal way)
but I got the same error message while downloading. I had
the same issue with 7 Professional and Ultimate. Hii I am
using windows 8 64 bit. I have dell vostro 3500. I have
downloaded windows 8 in my dell vostro but when i am

trying to install it it is showing some error & cannot install.
It is saying only small memory module is available. But i
have tried with HP built-in memory module but it shows

errors. I have also tried with DDR1 RAM that is available in
my system & also tried that but it shows same error. I have
tried many ways & I am not able to install that. So please

help me as soon as possible. My email id is
vinay.vdf@gmail.com. Please help me. I am using this

device on the basis of my college project & i have to use
that particular system. I reccomend you clean install from
the disk. If you are downloading W8 then just make sure to

overwrite the boot sector which will be found at
c:�ootmgr.exe. If you are getting an error message then it

is most likely that you do not have an SDRENabled. May 09,
2017. They typically consist of an OEM product key with a
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time-based activation code. i.e. 0301-04-04-03 means that
on the DVD you have a product key for Windows XP Pro. W7

SP1 is a full version, there is no such thing as SP or SP1.
These exact versions of W7 Pro and W8 Pro are for the OEM

licensing option.
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